CSR Europe’s Tailored Services

10% of the annual membership fee (approx. 4 days of a project manager) can be used each year for one or more tailored services (eg. Research Reports, CSR Report Reviews). If the scope is bigger (eg. Stakeholder Dialogue Service) there will be additional costs, as it usually exceeds 4 days of preparatory work.

Stakeholder Dialogue

CSR Europe offers a comprehensive stakeholder dialogue service to provide companies with the design and execution of a stakeholder dialogue - from concept to evaluation and impact monitoring. Each stakeholder dialogue is tailored to the company's core strategic needs.

As well as coordinating the dialogue sessions, CSR Europe also provides member companies with feedback and input on their existing CSR strategies, covering specific focus areas and critical aspects such as materiality and performance. CSR Europe’s large pan-EU network of companies, National Partner Organisations (NPOs) and stakeholders such as the European Commission and national governments enables us to reach out to experts and organisations relevant to each business.

Issue-specific workshop

CSR Europe designs and provides issue specific workshops to help companies to address specific CSR issues related to their business model or sector.

Workshop services can be tailored from start to completion to deliver a workshop that suits company needs.

Issue-specific and Benchmarking Report

CSR Europe offers its corporate members both issue-specific and benchmarking reports, which allow companies to better manage and integrate CSR strategies in their business structure.

Issue-specific reports provide in-depth analyses of topics relevant to a business’ corporate strategy. Through benchmarking reports, members may receive input on how to address a chosen area of their CSR strategy, based on both existing expertise and best practices from other companies.

CSR Report Review

CSR Europe offers its members a comprehensive review of sustainability reports with a view to improving members’ key means of communicating non-financial performance and therefore creating trust among stakeholders. Each review pays special attention to how well the member explains non-financial integration, management and performance in the company and in its supply chain (covering challenge and risk identification, KPI setting, measurement and the link to strategy) and includes best practice recommendations from other companies.

For more information, please contact Lucinda Pearson (lp@csreurope.org)